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The information man takes in through his …………………. is the most immediate way of obtaining

knowledge for him.

logic senses experiences experiments

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The authorities’ suggestions should be taken as valuable pieces of information but their comments

should be subjected to empirical investigations in order to consolidate the ………………. of the facts

and the relationship among the facts stated by them.

axiom logic validity deduction

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The scientific method of research, used in both natural and social sciences, is derived from a

system of philosophy known as ……………………. .

modification positivism

sensory experience inductive reasoning

3-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Most generalizations are made on the basis of the principle of ………………… in nature, that means

some phenomena do not change their basic characteristics in a given period of time.

uniformity constancy brevity commonality

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

As a conceptual phenomenon, ……………………….. refers to observing, classifying, and thus reducing

many individual instances into a general statement.

systematicity reductivity reliability validity

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Description of events, especially individual events, though valuable, is not sufficient to satisfy the

researcher’s …………………….. .

curiosity contribution knowledge improvement

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The discovery of nuclear power is the outcome of pure research, its ………………., however, whether

to produce nuclear bombs for destructive purposes or nuclear rays for humanitarian purposes is

the responsibility of applied research.

application exclusiveness certainty dimension

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A hypothesis usually states a relationship between two or more facts that are called ………………. .

criteria reports variables designs

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Comparing and contrasting the similarities and differences between the systems and subsystems

of two languages are just a few areas of research for those who are interested in investigating the

………………. of language itself.

methodologies possibilities complexities practicalities

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The first area of research in curriculum development involves the …………….  at which English

language instruction should be offered.

place topic time level

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……………………. expresses an attitude of approval or disapproval and indicates the extent to which

an individual believes himself to be capable, significant, successful, and worthy.

Self-esteem Anxiety Security Aptitude

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A good researcher should take into account several factors including his/her interest, the

relevance of the topic to the benefits of the society, and ………………. of the topic.

magnitude formulation manageability community

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The researchers who are interested in funding out the relationship between language abilities and

some other mental factors such as intelligence, aptitude, knowledge, and so forth ask ………………….

questions.

causative descriptive correlational directional

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In ………………… hypothesis, the researcher predicts a tendency, i.e. the existence of a relationship

between two factors.

directional non-directional null tentative

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The existing information on the topic of research will enable researchers to sharpen their views on

the issues involved in research. This information is obtained through …………………. .

literature review brainstorming

applied linguistics bibliography

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

………………….. would help researchers to avoid previous pitfalls including mistakes made, time

wasted, and unjustified interpretations of the data.

Literature Review Research Method

Preliminary Investigations Research Design

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When the sources are determined and made available to the researcher, the important step is

how to use these sources and how to compile information to form a ………………. documentation

about the topic of interest.

accurate cohesive coherent published

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It should be remembered that ……………… is and should be a trustworthy effort to compile what

others have said about a particular topic.

technical description note-taking

literature review bibliography

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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MLA is an organization which provides the ……………….. for preparing bibliography and footnotes.

documents guidelines examples abbreviations

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All of the following pieces of information are recorded by the researcher in reviewing a document

Except …………………….. .

author’s name author’s birth place

document title publication date

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The variables that cannot be directly measured such as knowledge, happiness, and motivation are

called ………………… variables.

continuous concrete abstract discrete

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The research variables which either exist or do not exist like nationality are called …………………

variables.

discrete continuous abstract concrete

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Through …………….. scaling, people or objects are ranked on a particular variable along a scale from

high to low or vice versa.

ratio nominal ordinal interval

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The variable which is under the control of the researcher and does not depend on any other

variable is called .............. variable.

independent dependent control moderator

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The variable which is selected in order to investigate whether the results of research are modified

because of this variable or not is called ………………… variable.

intervening independent moderator dependent

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The major sources of information that researchers usually consult are all of the following Except

……………….. .

official records non-official records

physical remains daily facilities

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In …………….. methods, researchers collect data in order to describe the existing status of a

phenomenon.

naturalistic survey interrelational developmental

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When a researcher attempts to observe a behavior for its entire duration, the kind of sampling is

called ……………….. sampling.

continuous time time point longitudinal cross-sectional

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Through the ……………….. method of research, a researcher has enough evidence to claim that a

particular change regarding a variable is due to a particular behavior of another variable.

causal experimental comparative correlational

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The extent to which the findings of research can be generalized is the indication of the …………………

.. of the research.

internal validity external validity

mortality effect maturation effect

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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